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Abstract: Few advances in GBM treatment have been made since the initiation of the Stupp trials in 2005. Ex-
perimental studies on immunotherapy drugs, molecular inhibitors, radiation dosage escalation and vascular growth 
factor blockers have all failed to provide satisfactory outcomes. TTFields therapy, on the other hand, have emerged 
as a viable substitute to therapies like radiation in GBM patients having a highly immunosuppressive tumor micro-
environment. To enhance the biofunctional impacts, we explored the combination events with TTFields and proton 
treatment in this study. We conducted a cell viability test, a cell death detection evaluation, a ROS analysis, a three-
dimensional (3D) culture system, and a migration assay. The combination of proton radiation and TTFields therapy 
laid a substantial anticancer impact on the F98 and U373 as compared to the consequences of either of these 
therapies used separately. The combination proton beam therapy used by TTFields was very successful in curbing 
GBM from migrating. GBM cell metastasis is restricted by TTFields combined proton by downregulating the MAPK, 
NF-κB, and PI3K/AKT indicating pathways, caused by reduced EMT marker expression. These findings furnish bio- 
logical proof for the molecular grounds of TTFields in combination with proton used for GBM therapy.
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Introduction

Principally, proton therapy entails a significant 
clinical advantage vis-à-vis traditional photon 
therapy due to the protons’ unrivaled depth-
dose attributes [1]. It is possible to take advan-
tage of these characteristics to gain consider-
able reductions in normal tissue doses distally 
and proximally to the target volume [2]. In tumor 
patients, this allows tumor doses’ escalation 
and enhanced sparing as far as normal tiss- 
ues are concerned, thereby possibly making 
improvements in survival/local control, improv-
ing the overall quality of life, and lowering toxic-
ity [3]. Notwithstanding the promise shown by 
proton therapy, the extensive use of protons is 
yet to receive support. However, the overall 
consensus is that proton therapy remains an 
effective and safe treatment option for various 
kinds of ocular melanomas, pediatric cancers, 
chondrosarcomas, and chordomas [4]. When it 
comes to treating Glioblastoma (GBM), proton 

therapy’s therapeutic benefit is the possible 
elimination or reduction of the vulnerability to 
non-tumor brain tissues.

Recently, tumor-treating fields (TTFields) have 
exhibited promise in intermediate-frequency/ 
low-intensity, alternating electric fields deliv-
ered via noninvasive transducer arrays insert-
ed all over the tumor [5]. Notably, TTFields have 
elicited FDA clearance for both new cases of 
GBM and recurrent ones after surgery and  
in combination with radiotherapy [6]. Further- 
more, the latest National Comprehensive Can- 
cer Network guidelines proposed TTFields in 
GBM as a viable treatment model for patients 
with tumors [7]. As per previous findings, their 
clinical efficiency is not convincing, which is 
why their combination with chemotherapy is 
shown to offer more promising results in new  
or recurrent cases of GBM [8]. While these 
results do demonstrate TTFields’ efficacy for 
treating cancers, other investigations are nec-
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essary to arrive at better-informed findings. 
Their scope in the future is likely to cover tu- 
mors that have not been covered previously. In 
the recent past, TTFields’ preclinical investiga-
tions have been made for colorectal, brain, gas-
tric, survival, urinary, lung, and hepatocellular 
cancers, among others.

TTFields are capable of acting on rapidly divid-
ing glioma as well as other types of cancer 
cells, particularly during these stages of mitotic 
cell division: metaphase, anaphase, and telo-
phase stages [9]. By applying alternating elec-
tric fields, molecules are charged within cancer-
ous cells [10]. Since these molecules are the 
polymers generated in a mitotic cell during 
metaphase, the TTFields disrupt microtubule 
spindle formation and the localization of septin 
fibers, leading to mitotic catastrophe and ulti-
mately mitotic cell death [11]. The TTFields  
disturb the formation of microtubule spindle 
and septin fibers’ localization. Eventually, this 
leads to mitotic cell death [12]. An alternative 
electric field disrupts this new shape and 
causes the components to move toward the 
furrow (dielectrophoresis), eventually disrupting 
the mitosis process. 

Therefore, applying TTFields can lead to the 
death of abnormal dividing cells with an unusu-
al number of chromosomes [10, 13]. Increased 
sensitivity to chemotherapy was observed in 
preclinical studies when it was used in conjunc-
tion with TTFields [14]. As per preclinical stud-
ies, there is heightened sensitivity to the com-
bined use of chemotherapy and TTFields, as 
shown in animal tumor models as well as 
human glioblastoma cell lines [10, 13, 15]. 
Moreover, the synergy between TTFields and 
other forms of therapy, including radiotherapy, 
has been shown to yield encouraging results 
for GBM patients [16, 17]. Clinical trials have 
also shown that patients with recurrent GBM 
can obtain a treatment benefit with TTFields 
alone in terms of prolonging overall survival 
without complications [18]. Further, common 
TTFields side effects did not show except 
included medical device site reaction, head-
ache, and muscle twitching [19].

TTFields technology has evolved in recent years 
and modified to achieve better results, leading 
to its sanctioning by the authorities of the US 
Food and Drug Administration (FDA). Currently, 
TTFields is regarded as an alternative to the 

standard treatment for patients with recurrent 
GBM designated as NCCN (National Com- 
prehensive Cancer Network) category 1. It is 
our suggestion that combining TTFields with 
other forms of therapy promotes apoptosis as 
well as autophagic cell death by resulting in 
inhibited survival invasion, proliferation, and 
migration in various kinds of cancer. We expect 
these findings to offer valuable experimental 
evidence and insights to support supporting 
multimodal treatment of tumors as previously 
shown in TTFields + sorafenib combination  
therapy. In this reference, the current study 
focused on combining TTFields plus proton 
beams on GBM.

Materials and methods

Experimental setup of the electric fields 

A pair of insulated cords linked to an operation-
al generator and an amplifier of high-voltage 
generated TTFields [20], which, in turn, emitted 
sine-wave transmissions spanning from 0 V to 
800 V, causing the production of the applied 
electric field having the strength and frequency 
of 0.9 V/cm and 150 kHz. Due to its common 
usage in clinical settings, the field intensity of 
1.0 V/cm has been chosen for this study. Cells 
were kept between 100-mm plates and cul-
tured at 37°C under humid conditions with 5% 
atmospheric CO2 until they attained 70-80% 
confluence for irradiation treatment.

Photon and proton beam irradiations

The X-Rad 320 (Precision X-ray, Inc., USA) was 
used for irradiation by operating at 225 kV, 13 
mA, a dose rate of 3.45 Gy/min, and irradiating 
at an intensity of 1 to 5 Gy. Proton beam irradia-
tion was performed using a KOMAC TR102 
(Kyungju, South Korea). Cells were irradiated at 
the position within the center of the SOBP.

The cells were seeded in 25-cm2 flasks (Corn- 
ing Life Sciences, Corning, NY) placed on poly-
ethylene plates during irradiation, and then 
immediately returned to an incubator main-
tained at 37°C. All experiments were perfor- 
med in triplicate.

Cell culture

The American Type Culture Compilation (ATCC) 
provided rat glioma cells (F98) (Manassas, 
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Virginia). F98 cells were cultured as single  
layers with the aid of 5% CO2 at 37°C in 
Dulbecco’s altered Eagle media containing 
10% fetal bovine serum, penicillin (100 Uml-
1100 Uml-1), 25 mM HEPES buffer (pH 7.4), 
and streptomycin (100 μgml-1100 μgml-1). 
U373 cells were cultivated at 37°C in a humidi-
fied incubator under 5% CO2 and DMEM rein-
forced with 10% FBS, HEPES, glutamine, and 
antibiotics.

Cell viability test

The exclusion analysis of trypan blue assisted 
in determining cell viability, wherein a triplicate 
analysis was performed by mixing trypan blue 
reagent and the cell suspension in equal vol-
umes to examine the ratio of workable cells. To 
quantify cell viability, an equal volume of cul-
ture medium containing EZ-Cytox reagent 
(EZ3000, Daeillab Service, Chungcheongbuk-
do, Republic of Korea) was added to the cells, 
and the mixture was incubated for 4 h. Cell 
viability was determined by measuring the 
absorbance at 450 nm using a Multiskan EX 
(Thermo Fisher Scientific; Waltham, MA, US).

Colony-forming assay

TTFields was added to cells 48 hr after proton 
exposure and the cells were then incubated. 
After 10-14 days, colonies were stained with 
0.5% crystal violet (Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA) 
in line with the manufacturer’s instructions 
[21].

ROS assay

Cells were grown and collected at the periods 
specified by the producer and ROS fluores-
cence measurements were the FLUOStar 
OPTIMA plate reader (BMG Lab technologies, 
Offenburg, Germany) at excitation 485 nm and 
emission of 535 nm with the manufacturer’s 
protocols [22]. 

Three-dimensional (3D) culture system 

96-well plates in the 1 × 104 cells/well-formed 
the base for seeding the cells. Matrigel was 
used as a basement layer to pre-coat the 
96-well plates in the 3D culture model via the 
addition of 40 ul of Matrigel in each well, after 
which it was incubated for a duration of 30 min-
utes at 37°C. Cells were laid on the gel in the 
best-fit culture medium, and wells were imaged 
at a span of 7 days. 

Flow cytometry

Cells were cultured and treated with proton or 
TTFields. They were harvested at the indicated 
times, stained with propidium iodide (1 μg/mL, 
Sigma) according to the manufacturer’s proto-
col, and then analyzed using a FACScan flow 
cytometer (Becton Dickinson, Franklin Lakes, 
NJ, USA). A minimum of 10,000 cells was count-
ed for each sample, and data analysis was per-
formed with the use of CellQuest software (BD 
Biosciences).

Autophagy assay

Cells were treated, harvested, stained with 
Cyto-ID® Green detection reagent (Cyto-ID® 
Autophagy Detection Kit 2.0, Enzo Life Science, 
Farmingdale, NY, US) and Hoechst 33342 in 
accordance with the manufacturer’s protocols, 
and observed under a confocal laser scanning 
microscope (LSM 880).

Analysis of transwell chamber

Transwell chambers assisted in measuring 
migration in vitro in alignment with the manu-
facturer’s recommendations. Cells were cul-
tured on the layers of transwell upper chamber 
at 4 × 105 cells/ml in 150 μl of milieu and were 
treated or untreated with TTFields for a dura-
tion of 24 hours. The upper chamber’s medium 
had no serum, whereas the bottom chamber’s 
media included 10% FBS as a chemical allure. 
Imaging of such cells was done after 24 hours 
of incubation that transferred through Gelatin-
coated layers and were dyed with a crystal vio-
let solution provided in the transwell chamber 
test kit (Chemicon, Millipore, Billerica, MA, 
USA).

Western blot analysis

The Bradford technique was used to quantify 
total proteins isolated from GBM cells in RIPA 
buffer (50 mM Tris-Cl, pH 7.4; 1% NP-40; 150 
mM NaCl, and 1 mM EDTA) treated with prote-
ase inhibitors (1 mM PMSF, 1 μg/ml aprotinin, 1 
μg/ml leupeptin, and 1 mM Na3VO4). SDS/poly-
acrylamide gel electrophoresis segregated 30 
g of protein samples, which were then deposit-
ed on a nitrocellulose membrane. The layer was 
treated overnight with primary antibodies at 
4°C after obstructing non-specific antibody 
affinity sites. The protein bands were hatched 
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with secondary antibodies combined with per-
oxidase for a span of 1 hour at 37°C, after 
which they were picturized with the help of che-
miluminescence reagent (GE Healthcare Bio- 
sciences, Pittsburgh, PA, USA) and were identi-
fied through Amersham Imager 680 (GE Heal- 
thcare Biosciences). 

Tumor xenografts of nude mice

Subcutaneous injections of single-cell solution 
(1 × 106 cells) were administered into the 
haunches of BALB/c nude mice that were 5 
weeks old (Nara Biotech; Gyeonggi-do, Repu- 
blic of Korea). In case of a tumor of volume 
100-200 mm3, either 1 V/cm TTFields or 3 Gy 
proton therapy were used individually, or a  
combination (3 Gy proton pretreatment + 
TTFields) of both therapies could be exercised. 
Proton beam was needed to be administered 
for just a single fraction, whereas the treatment 
through 1 V/cm TTFields was extended to a 
week’s duration. The volume of a tumor can be 
calculated by using the formula (L × l2)/2 and by 
using a caliper to measure the tumor length (L) 
and breadth (l). To achieve the optimal stan-
dards of students’ t-test, including the compe-
tent size of 0.85, power of ≥ 80%, and signifi-
cance level of ≤ 5%, the minimal sample size 
was set as 5 mice per group. 

Acquisition technique of positron emission 
tomography (PET)/computed tomography (CT)

A Siemens Inveon PET scanner (Siemens Me- 
dical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany) was used 
for acquiring PET images. The mice were heat-
ed mildly through a steaming pad before ingest-
ing 18F-fluoro-2-deoxy-d-glucose ([18F]-FDG), fol-
lowed by the injection of 200 µCi of [18F]-FDG  
in their tail veins, along with subjecting the 
mice to the anasthesia made up of 200 µCi  
of [18F]-FDG (Forane solution, ChoongWae 
Pharma, Seoul, Korea). The acquisition of ana-
tomical images was enabled by collecting the 
X-Ray CT information of mice through the use of 
Inveon system with 80 degree projection and 
complete rotation. The exposure duration for 
X-ray CT was 200 milliseconds, and its scan 
time was predicted to be 504 seconds. The ref-
ormation of X-ray CT data was possible through 
the Feldkamp reconstruction that uses Shepp 
and Logan filters (L.A. Feldkamp et al., Dear- 
born, MI, US). The rebuilt X-ray CT image had 
the potential pixel size of 109.69 µm × 109.69 

µm. Post 30 minutes of tracer intake and  
collection of data linked with X-ray CT, the 
acquisition of PET data was done for 15 min-
utes within the energy span of 350-650 keV. 
The assortment of emission list-mode PET data 
was done to get 3D sinograms and their recon-
struction was enabled through OSEM2D tech-
niques. The rebuilt images had the pixel size of 
0.38 × 0.38 × 0.79 mm3. The necessary am- 
endments were applied to all datasets, includ-
ing normalization, random rectification, and 
dead-time correction. The necessary amend-
ments, including normalization, random rectifi-
cation, and dead-time correction were applied 
to all databases. The Region of Interest (ROI) 
was defined by using X-ray CT data. The coreg-
istration of CT and PET images was assisted by 
Inveon Research Workplace (version 2.0, Erl- 
angen, Germany) (Siemens Medical Solutions). 
With the help of a preset conversion criterion, 
the highest pixel values inside the ROI on the 
PET image were assessed and converted to 
radioactive cpm values.

Study of CBC parameters in whole blood

CBC parameters were measured at the 
DKKorea (Seoul, Korea). CBC parameters con-
sidered for the current included hemoglobin 
(HGB) count, hematocrit (HCT), red blood cell 
(RBC) count, white blood cell (WBC) count, neu-
trophil (NEUT) count, lymphocyte (LYMPH) 
count, monocyte (MONO) count, eosinophil (EO) 
count, basophil (BASO) count, platelets (PLT) 
count.

Statistical analysis

Statistical significance was determined using 
ANOVA statistical test followed by Prism 6 soft-
ware (La Jolla, California, USA). Differences 
were considered significant if the P-value was 
lesser than 0.05 or 0.001 (*P < 0.05; **P < 
0.01; ***P < 0.001).

Results

Joint effect of TTFields and proton on prolifera-
tion of glioblastoma tumor cells

Treating F98 cells with variable doses of proton 
assists in analyzing the collegial impact of the 
proton beam and TTFields on GBM with the 
help of MTT analysis. As evidenced by Trypan 
Blue and MTT cell viability tests, the mixture of 
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the proton beam and TTFields therapy had a 
considerably higher anticancer impact on F98 
and U373 cells rather than either of the inter-
ventions used individually (Figure 1A and 1B). 
Furthermore, mono-treated 3D cultures pro-
duced bigger colonies as compared to the  
ones created by combination therapy (Figure 
1C). In a colony formation experiment, cells 
administered with TTFields and proton beam 
combinedly displayed reduced survival frac-
tions as compared to the cells treated with 
either of these treatments (Figure 1D). These 
study findings revealed that a proton beam or 
X-ray could make glioblastoma cells more sen-
sitive to TTFields.

TTFields mixed proton beam increases the 
apoptosis of GBM cells

This step was to examine if the TTFields and 
proton beam-boosted cellular toxicity were 
caused due to greater PARP activation, which 
resulted in higher apoptotic cellular death. In 
fact, as compared to the control group, TTFields 
in conjunction with proton beam therapy 
caused a higher rate of PARP activation (Figure 
2A). We found that enhanced levels of p-p53 
(Ser-15) were detected after TTFields or proton 
treatment (Figure 2A), indicating that TTFields 
combined proton-induced apoptosis involves 
the p53-dependent pathway. Additionally, we 
next examined the effects of proton beam 
alone or in combination with TTFields on cell 
cycle progression using flow cytometry (Figure 
2B). Sub-G1 cells, which represent apoptotic 
cells, were moderately increased by TTFields, 
but markedly increased by the combined treat-
ment of TTFields and proton beam irradiation. 
To ascertain between the production of reac-
tive oxygen species (ROS) and enhancement of 
proton-induced apoptosis, we examined the 
effects of combination on ROS production in 
GBM cells. The TTFields and proton radiation 
therapy enhanced the formation of ROS in the 
GBM cancer cells (Figure 2C), pointing out that 
ROS produced by the TTFields and proton beam 
treatment boosts intracellular caspase signal-
ing thus, causing apoptosis.

Effects of proton and TTFields on autophagic 
cell 

DeathTo study more about proton and TTFields’ 
antitumor effects, we looked into additional cel-
lular responses linked with cell apoptosis 

caused by proton or TTFields. Precisely, we 
inspected the effects on autophagy which is 
triggered by TTFields, as well as proton treat-
ment [23]. Increased deposition of Cyto-ID 
Green, which is an autophagy marker, was 
detected in the surroundings of combination-
treated U373 and F98 cells, as illustrated in 
Figure 3A, 3B. Our finding demonstrates the 
contribution of autophagy to glioblastoma 
apoptosis after being subjected to in vitro. 

The combined therapy of TTFields and proton 
beam subdues cell migration via NF-κB, MAPK, 
and PI3K/AKT signaling

Treatment with TTFields has been found to 
reduce the mobility and invasion of tumor cells 
to a large extent [24]. As a result, we used 
Matrigel chamber tests to assess the impact of 
TTFields mixed proton beam on the intrusive 
and migratory capabilities of GBM cells and 
explored that TTFields combined proton beam 
therapy greatly decreased cell migration as 
compared to the control group (Figure 4A). 
Western blotting was conducted to determine 
the EMT modulation by TTFields (Figure 4B). 
TTFields suppressed the expression of MMP-2, 
which would lead to invasion and decreased 
the level of transcription factors regulating EMT 
(Snail, Twist). The results showed that the 
effects were significantly enhanced by the 
application of TTFields + proton. 

Effective inhibition of IkBα phosphorylation  
and NF-κB p65 (p65) in F98 cells has been 
depicted through western blotting outcomes 
(Figure 4C). TTFields coupled proton reduced 
IκBα degradation and NF-κB p65 level, accord-
ing to the outcomes of this research. Besides, 
TTFields coupled proton suppressed phosphor-
ylation of p38, ERK, JNK, and AKT while leaving 
total protein levels of these MAPKs unaltered 
(Figure 4C). Altogether, our findings highlight 
the downregulation of the NF-κB, MAPK, and 
PI3K/AKT signaling pathways resulting in re- 
duced EMT indicator expression, which tends 
to limit GBM cell metastasis due to the TTFields 
coupled proton (Figure 4C).

TTFields promotes proton therapy sensitivity in 
vivo

We employed a subcutaneous glioblastoma 
prototype created by injecting human F98  
cells into mice to examine the effect of TTFields 
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Figure 1. Effect of TTFields plus proton on Glioblastoma cell proliferation. (A, B) F98 and U373 cells were exposed to TTFields for 24 h or 48 h and/or indicated dose 
of pretreated proton beam for cell counting (A), the MTT assay (B). *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001. (C) 3D colony cultures of F98 cells treated as indicated. 
(D) The sensitivity of F98 and U373 cells treated with proton and TTFields was measured via a colony formation assay. The survival fraction, which was expressed 
as a function of the irradiation dose, was calculated as follows: survival fraction = colonies counted/(cells seeded × plating efficiency/100). *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, 
***P < 0.001. 
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Figure 2. TTFields plus proton enhance the apoptosis of Glioblastoma through increased ROS. A. Cell lysates prepared from TTFields, proton, and TTFields + proton-
treated cells were immunoblotted with the indicated antibodies. B. F98 cell was treated with proton and/or TTFields for 24 h or 48 h. Cell cycle distribution was 
analyzed quantitatively by flow cytometry. C. Analysis of ROS generation in F98 cell line 72 h after treatment with TTFields by a ROS detection kit. *P < 0.05, **P 
< 0.01, ***P < 0.001.
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Figure 3. TTFields plus proton increases the autophagic cell death of Glioblastoma. A, B. cyto-ID staining of F98 and U373 cells with and without proton beam or 
with and without TTFields treatment by a cyto-ID kit. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001. 
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Figure 4. Effect of combinatorial treatment with proton beam and TTFields on the migration of glioblastoma cells. A. Tumor cell migration was assessed using a 
Transwell chamber assay. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, bar = 500 µm; B, C. Cell lysates prepared from TTFields, proton, and TTFields + proton-treated cells 
were immunoblotted with the indicated antibodies.
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coupled with proton on in vivo development of 
glioblastoma. In comparison to the control 
group and the groups receiving any one of the 
treatments, xenografts administered with a 
blend of TTFields and proton grew at a slower 
pace, as indicated in Figure 5A. As a result, 
tumors’s volume of solo-treated groups was 
considerably bigger than the ones in the com-
bined-intervention group (Figure 5B). More- 
over, low-weight tumors were witnessed in mice 
that were given combined treatment rather 
than the mice subjected to any one of these 
therapies (Figure 5C). Figure 5D shows that 
tumors subjected to TTFields plus proton th- 
erapy had lower uptake of [Fluorine-18(18F)]-
fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) in comparison to 
cancers treated with any of these treatments. 
The paucity of variations in body mass and the 
weights of different organs, such as the spleen, 
lungs, and liver, indicated that there were no 
apparent symptoms of toxic effects due to 
TTFields or proton treatment in the mice (Figure 
5E, 5F). No significantly apparent variations 
were noticed between the weights of the organs 
in control and treatment groups, along with  
the results of the Complete Blood Count (CBC) 
tests of these classes (Figure 5G). These find-
ings revealed that TTFields in combination with 
proton suppress glioblastoma’s in vivo develop- 
ment.

Discussion

Since the publication of the Stupp trial in 2005, 
minimal advancements have been made in 
GBM therapy. Trials studying immunotherapy 
agents, molecular inhibitors, radiotherapy dose 
escalation, and vascular growth factor inhibi-
tors have not yielded optimal results. However, 
TTFields therapy has emerged as a feasible 
alternative to current treatments such as  
RT and proton therapy in patients with GBM 
whose tumor microenvironment is regarded as 
extremely immunosuppressive. The tolerability 
and clinical efficacy of TTFields, which are 
linked with higher survival outcomes as well as 
minimal AEs, for GBM were proven in two phas-
es of 3 trials besides being complemented by 
real-world data. EF-14 trial pointed out an 
enhanced overall medium survival of 21 
months in the TTFields plus TMZ group as 
opposed to 16 months in the group that only 
used TMZ. Since clinical implementation, many 
reviews have been published on TTFields thera-
py for GBM [25, 26]. 

Mild-to-moderate array-associated skin AEs 
are TTFields-linked AEs [27, 28] which can be 
handled by moving the arrays and using topical 
corticosteroids that do not necessitate signifi-
cant breaks in the treatment involving proton 
therapy as well [29]. While an inconvenience  
for patients may be in the form of regularly  
getting their head shaved while complying with 
the mandated 75% of treatment duration, the 
usage level appears to be positively correlated 
with survival benefits [30]. TTFields’ ability to 
disrupt/target the division of cancer cells at 
various cell cycle phases permits combinations 
with other therapies for additive/synergistic 
effects. Cell cycle agents and inhibitors that 
aim at cell migration/proliferation and DNA  
replication are being evaluated in conjunction 
with TTFields [31].

The combination of proton therapy and TTFields 
has polarized neuro-oncology experts. Some 
remain buoyant, while others are predictably 
skeptical. There is no consensus on the action 
mechanism of TTFields devices beyond the cel-
lular level. Notably, the lack of a placebo-con-
trol device within trials prevents some experts 
from recommending this therapy to patients, 
although they are more optimistic about com-
bining proton and TTFields. Moreover, there is 
more lenient precedence as far as medical 
devices are concerned: they can seek app- 
roval without placebo-controlled/randomized 
studies. It is notable that Novocure sponsored 
EF-11 as well as EF-14 trials. However, the 
EF-14 trial yielded encouraging findings regard-
ing survival outcomes.

Other GBM treatments being examined include 
various RT methods such as proton beam, pho-
ton intensity-modulated as well as low-dose 
whole-brain rather than standard-dose RT and 
after combining with targeted agents such as 
and neurotrophin receptor kinase inhibitors 
and hypoxia-related growth factor receptor 
inhibitors proteasome inhibitors. One of 
TTFields therapy’s positive attributes is its  
minimally invasive process and reduced side 
effects. 

This assumes great significance in treating 
recurrent ailments wherein patients typically 
are made to undergo a combination of treat-
ment modalities such as chemotherapy, re-irra-
diation, and/or surgery. It is also reassuring to 
observe that the majority of studies on quality 
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Figure 5. TTFields-sensitizing effects of the proton on glioblastoma in vivo. A. Image of isolated tumors derived from control or TTFields or proton or combination-
treated mice. B. Nude mice were inoculated with F98 cells and treated with TTFields, proton, or a combination. Tumor volumes were measured at the indicated time 
points, using the formula: volume = (length × width2 × 3.14)/6 (n = 8). C. Tumors were excised and weighed at the end of the experiment (seven days). D. Represen- 
tative PET/CT images of F98 tumor-bearing mice after injection of [18F]-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG). E. The body weights of the mice were not significantly different 
among the proton-, TTFields-, and combination-treated groups, n = 4; F. The spleen, liver, and lung tissues of the mice were excised and weighed at the end of the 
experiment (seven days), n = 4. G. CBC test results in blood samples from control and treated groups in vivo.
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of life have yielded similar findings (to ours) 
between those who were provided TTFields/
proton and those who were not. The use of 
TTFields has not been shown to change func-
tional status, quality of life-related to health, 
overall wellbeing, or cognitive functioning. 
Despite accumulating data to clarify the 
TTFields’ MOA, current studies must explain 
their effect across different types of cancer. 
Early-phase clinical trial information indicates 
potential benefits of survival in other types of 
tumor, whereas clinical trials are underway to 
evaluate the safety/efficacy of TTFields in con-
junction with other forms of therapies.
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